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PRESIDENT’S
PAGE

WELCOME
NEW MEMBERS

BY: JEFF DECKER
I would like to remind everyone that
our General Membership Meeting
is on Tuesday, November 14th at the
Grand View Country Club in North Braddock. Look
for all the information on page 11 of the newsletter.
RSVP to the office by November 7th.
November 11th is Veterans Day and on behalf of
PRARA we would like to thank all the veterans.
Without your sacrifice in serving our country, we
wouldn’t have the freedoms we have today.
THANK YOU!

RACK PRICES 10/31/17
Brand
BP b*
Citgo b*
Exxon b*
Gulf b*
Shell b*
Sunoco

Reg.
1.7752
1.7733
1.7755
1.7715
1.7753
1.7761

Mid.
1.9302
1.9364
1.9395
1.8970
1.9474
1.9161

Prem.
2.2222
2.1785
2.2680
2.1425
2.2512
2.2217

November 23rd is Thanksgiving. Remember to be
thankful even for the smallest things in life, be
grateful for what you have and take nothing for
granted. Have a safe and blessed Thanksgiving.

* 10% ethanol

Remember to support your small business on
Saturday, November 25th by shopping their
establishments.

Tax of .767 cents per gallon and .011 cent
indemnification fund & .001 cent Oil Spill Tax are not
included in rack price.
Superfund tax eliminated

PRARA ADVERTISERS
Convenience Store Wholesalers
A.J. Silberman & Co………………………………...9
Liberty USA………………………………..………..3
Turner Dairy………………….…………………….16

Insurance
Bulava & Associates....................................................8
Jobbers / Distributors
Bradigan’s..................................................................10
Reed Oil……………………………………………...7

Environmental Service
Flynn Environmental, Inc...........................................4
Groundwater Environmental Service Inc…………..12
Precise Tank Modifications......................................15

General Contracting
Bolger Brothers, Inc………………………………..13

Full page

$900

1/2 page

$600

1/4 page

$450

1/8 page

$330

Insert (one mailing)

$100
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Federal Trade Action To Require Argentine, Indonesian Biodiesel Importers To Pay Cash Deposits
tina and Indonesia have been unfairly subsidizing their production

October 30, 2017

Last week, the U.S. Commerce Department announced its

of biodiesel. Because of the preliminary countervailing duties of as

affirmative preliminary determinations in the antidumping duty in-

much as 64.17 percent that were applied in August, Argentina’s

vestigations of biodiesel imports from Argentina and Indonesia.

Foreign Ministry indicated that the new duties would have little

As a result, importers of Argentine and Indonesian bio-

impact because the countervailing duties already made access to the

diesel will be forced to pay cash deposits on biodiesel imported

U.S. market impossible. Argentinian biodiesel currently accounts for

from the two countries. The cash deposit rates range from 50.29

two-thirds of the U.S.’s biodiesel imports.

percent to 70.05 percent for Argentinian biodiesel, and 50.71 for

PMAA is concerned that the cash deposits on biodiesel

biodiesel imported from Indonesia.

will likely force fuel prices to rise because the U.S. must satisfy the

The cash deposit requirements will be imposed when the

biodiesel quota under the RFS and will have to find a way to replace

preliminary determination is published in the Federal Register sometime soon. This is the second trade action relating to biodiesel. Anti-

nearly 250 million gallons of biodiesel per year.
The Commerce department is scheduled to announce its

dumping and countervailing duties go hand in hand as both seek to

final determinations on or about January 3, 2018, unless the statu-

remedy the same issue.

tory deadline is extended. A final determination by the International

In August, the Commerce Department made a preliminary

Trade Commission will follow within 45 days. If the antidumping

determination in a countervailing duty case that found that Argen-

finding is upheld, duties would be in place for five years.
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In The Absence Of PA House Vote, Gov. Wolf Acts, Budget Done For Now,
No Raid On USTIF Fund
October 10, 2017
In the absence of a House vote Wednesday on the House Republican Tax Code bill, and after the House
rejected an opportunity to debate a natural gas severance tax 115 to 83, Gov. Wolf took unilateral action to fill
the biggest part of the state’s $2.2 billion budget deficit by proposing to float a $1.25 billion bond using revenue generated by the Liquor Control Board.
The Governor said he would also take steps to reduce state costs by further reducing the number of state
employees on the payroll through attrition and take other measures, including, presumably, to put additional
funding in budgetary reserve like he did in August.
The also House took no action the Fiscal Code bill– House Bill 453 (Ryan-R-Lebanon) and the Administrative Code bill– House Bill 118 (Thomas-D- Philadelphia) that contained a variety of fund transfers to balance the budget.
The threat to transfer money from the Underground Storage Tank Indemnification Fund has ended for the time
being, but PPA is remaining vigilant.
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Shell Sees Bright Future for Electric Vehicle Charging

THE NETHERLANDS — Royal Dutch Shell
is growing its global footprint and enlarging its
connection to alternative energy with the acquisition of NewMotion, a European electric vehicle
(EV) charging provider.
According to CNN Money, NewMotion
specializes in converting parking spots into EV
charging stations. NewMotion currently has more
than 30,000 electric charge points in Europe.
This acquisition is Shell's first move into
the space.
"This is a way of broadening our offer as
we move through the energy transition," Matthew
Tipper, Shell's vice president of new fuels, told
the news outlet. "It's certainly a form of diversification."
Following Shell's announcement of
its NewMotion acquisition, it opened its first EV
recharging points at three gas stations in Britain
on Oct. 18, U.S. News reported. The charging stations are in London, Surrey and Derby, with
seven more stations expected to open by the end
of the year.
"We recognize that the electric vehicle
market is growing in the U.K. It's growing very
fast," said Jane Lindsay-Green, future fuels manager of Shell U.K., adding that statistics show an
increase in electric vehicle registrations. "We recognize that electric vehicles are part of the future
of transport in the country and we want to make
sure that we offer our customers choice and that
they have the option to recharge on one of our
forecourts if they want to."
Prominent key drivers for alternative energy and EV include regulation worldwide
against internal combustion engines, as well
as consumers’ growing acceptance of electric vehicles. Edicts from Norway, France, Germany and
the U.K. have all announced efforts to phase out
vehicles powered solely by fossil fuels.
According to the Clean Energy Ministerial,
registrations of electric cars worldwide hit a new
record in 2016, with more than 750,000 units
sold, advancing sales by 40 percent.
“We’re very keen now on electric charg-

ing. We believe that as the number of electric cars
increase, high-powered electric charging will
grow and the time required for electric recharging
will come down significantly to around nine or
10 minutes," István Kapitány, Shell's global fuel
retail executive vice president, told Convenience
Store News sister publication Retail Leader.
Kapitány, a 30-year Shell veteran, said
Shell sees electric charging as a fantastic opportunity because the user experience is comparable to
filling up with gasoline today.
“We see an amazing opportunity for us to
participate in the change in the mobility industry
and the world, as we’re going forward. It is very
clear to all of us that an energy transition is underway for mobility,” Kapitány commented. “It
will not change from Friday to Monday, but it
will change. It needs to change, and it must
change, and we would like to be playing our part
in the change.”

EMERGENCY
SPILL KIT

$39.95
Kit contains:
5lb. Lite Dry
2 48” socks
8 absorbent pads
2 pair gloves
2 hazardous waste bags
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Reminder: IRS Rules For Tax Free Retail Sale Of Undyed Kerosene
From Blocked Pumps
October 23, 2017
The IRS regulations allow for the tax free sale of undyed kerosene at retail dispensers. Such sales are allowed so
long as the undyed kerosene is sold from a “blocked pump.”
Compliance
1. Petroleum marketers may apply for a credit or refund of the federal tax on undyed kerosene provided
the following conditions are met–
— The undyed kerosene is sold for a non-taxable use.
— The undyed kerosene is dispensed from a “blocked pump”.
— For purchases of five gallons or more, the vendor must record the date of sale, name and address of the
buyer, and the number of gallons of kerosene sold to the buyer.
1. A blocked pump is a fuel dispenser that meets all of the following requirements–
— The dispenser is used to make retail sales of undyed kerosene for use by the buyer in any non-taxable use.
— The dispenser it is in a fixed location.
— The dispenser is identified with a legible and conspicuous notice stating: “UNDYED UNTAXED KEROSENE, NONTAXABLE USE ONLY”
— It meets either of the following conditions:
— It cannot reasonably be used to dispense fuel directly into the tank of a diesel-powered highway vehicle or
train. This can be achieved by using a short hose that cannot reach the tank of a diesel powered highway vehicle
or the use of barriers that prevent the vehicle from reaching the hose, OR
— It is locked by the vendor after each sale and unlocked by the vendor only in response to a buyer’s request
for undyed kerosene for use as fuel other than in a diesel powered highway vehicle.
III. Credit or Refunds for the Sale of Undyed Kerosene from a Blocked Pump
— Who may file the claim? The retail vendor selling the undyed kerosene from a blocked pump is the only
party allowed to file a claim for a credit or refund on federally imposed excise tax. Before filing a claim for
credit or refund, the retailer must first obtain an IRS ultimate vendor registration number.
— How do I obtain an IRS registered ultimate vendor number? The retail vendor may obtain an ultimate
registered vendor number (637 UP) by filing IRS Form 637 available at www.irs.gov.
— When should I file a claim? A credit or refund may be submitted every seven days for claims exceeding
$100.
— Which forms should be used to file the claim? IRS forms 8849 or 4136 must be used to file the claim for
sales of undyed kerosene from a blocked pump. The claimant must write the word “KEROSENE” at the top of
the form submitted to the IRS.
Got Questions? Contact PMAA Regulatory Counsel Mark S. Morgan by sending email
to: mmorgan@pmaa.org.
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CCAC WEST HILLS CENTER
1000 MCKEE ROAD
OAKDALE, PA 15071
412-241-2380

EMISSION Re-Certification Course Schedule
Nov. 14, Dec. 20
Emission Inspection
Dec. 12,14,19, 21
State Inspection
Dec. 4, 6, 11, 13

Quality GASOLINE and TRANSPORT Service Since 1972

Celebrating 25 Years of Dependable Service to Independent
Gasoline Retailers in Western PA
Great Reputation, Competitive Pricing
Branded/Unbranded Gasoline, E85, Bio Diesel, On Road/Off Road, Kerosene
Contact Ron Rotolo 724-333-5964
Email: ronr@reedoil.com
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EQB OKs Storage Tank Reg Updates For Public Comment
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October 23, 2017
The Environmental Quality Board Tuesday approved for public comment proposed updates to the Storage Tank
regulations required by recent federal changes.
The proposed update to the Storage Tank regulations contain changes required by the federal Leaking Underground Storage Tank Program for Pennsylvania to keep authority to administer that program.
For underground tanks, these changes include: adding secondary containment requirements for new and replaced tanks and piping; adding operator training requirements; adding periodic operation and maintenance requirements for UST systems; removing certain deferrals; adding new release prevention and detection technologies; updating codes of practice; and making editorial and technical corrections.
The proposal would, among other changes, shorten the in-service inspection cycle for aboveground tanks.
The last major update to the program’s regulations was 10 years ago.
There are currently about 7,100 storage tank owners with over 12,600 storage tank facilities in the state.
DEP’s Storage Tank Advisory Committee recommended the changes be presented to the EQB for action.
For copies of the proposed regulation changes and related documents, visit the Environmental Quality
Board webpage. Questions should be directed to Laura Edinger by calling 717-772-3277 or sending email
to: ledinger@pa.gov.

Consultants / Insurance Brokers

Join the growing number of PRARA members

who insure with Bulava & Associates.
Bulava & Associates values our professional affiliation with the Petroleum Retailers and Auto Repair
Association -- and the opportunity to provide business insurance protection to members like you.
If your business is already insured through our agency, we thank you and pledge to continue working
hard to earn your trust!
If you’re not currently insured with us, why not join the growing number of your PRARA associates
who place their confidence in Bulava & Associates to protect their hard-earned assets?
For more Information, contact us today
www.bulavainsurance.com (724)-836-7610 Fax (724)-836-7626
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Hot Foods Provision of SNAP Implemented
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October 23, 2017

On October 16, the Food and Nutrition Service began implementing the restaurant (hot foods)
provision of the final rule for all stores.
Authorized stores that are considered restaurants will be withdrawn from SNAP, and applicant stores that are considered restaurants will be denied authorization.
Retailers will be disqualified from the program if 50 percent or more of the store’s total
gross retail sales (including fuel and tobacco sales) come from items that are cooked or heated
on site before or after purchase.
The stocking provision of the final rule will be implemented on January 17, 2018 for all stores.
Authorized stores that don’t meet these requirements will be withdrawn from SNAP, and
applicant stores that don’t meet the requirements will be denied authorization.
The final rule, titled “Enhancing Retailer Standards in the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP),” was published on December 15, 2016.
PMAA submitted comments on “Enhancing Retailer Standards in the SNAP.” While
there were improvements from what was originally proposed, the final rule still presents challenges and additional costs for retailers to participate in the program, especially for small business convenience store owners.
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Federal RFS Debate Turning Into The Biggest Political Football In Washington, D.C.
industry” be included in the meeting in order to work out an
agreement on the best path forward for the RFS.
Other signers on the letter are Senators Cornyn (TX),
Lee (UT), Toomey (PA), Enzi (WY), Barrasso (WY), Flake
(AZ), Inhofe (OK) and Lankford (OK).
Also in reaction to the Administration’s response to
the Midwestern senators, Senator Cruz put a hold on U.S.
Agriculture Department nominee Bill Northey in order to
better leverage negotiations.
PMAA is disappointed with the EPA Administrator’s
letter to Midwestern Senators because higher ethanol blends
may lead to a de facto E15 mandate and set off a chain of
events, resulting in a significant disruption of the nation’s
gasoline distribution and supply chain and skyrocketing
prices at the pump.
The vast majority of the nation’s retail outlets, 95 percent of
which are owned by independent petroleum marketing businesses, cannot legally store and dispense blends of gasoline
over 10 percent ethanol.
Existing equipment is certified for a maximum E10
blend. Currently, there is no viable way for UST system operators to demonstrate that existing equipment is compatible
with gasoline blends over E10.
The battle is not over and PMAA will continue to support
efforts to reduce the RFS’s impact on small business petroleum marketers.

October 30, 2017

After an uprising from Midwestern Senate Republicans regarding potential reductions in biofuel quotas for the
RFS, EPA Administrator Scott Pruitt responded in a letter
assuring them that he would no longer consider cutting biofuel quotas in the RFS.
In the letter, Pruitt said he would not be moving the
point of obligation.
Pruitt said in the letter that EPA will meet the statutory deadline to issue a final Renewable Volume Obligation
(RVO) rule by November 30, 2017, and suggests that the final RFS should have at least 2.1 billion gallons for biomassbased diesel in 2018 and 2019.
Pruitt also says EPA is exploring whether the agency
has the authority to issue a waiver to the Reid Vapor Pressure
(RVP) requirements that would allow the sale of E15 yearround.
Finally, Pruitt states that EPA will not pursue amendment
regulations to modify treatment of Renewable Identification
Numbers (RINs) associated with ethanol exports.
Given the letter, now U.S. Senators outside of the
Midwest are fighting back. Nine Senators led by Senator Cruz
(TX) sent a letter to President Trump insisting that he meet
them within the next three weeks to consider changes to the
RFS.
The Senators also request that their “Senate colleagues who previously lobbied you on behalf of the ethanol

10
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PETROLEUM RETAILERS & AUTO REPAIR ASSOCIATION

80th Anniversary
General Membership Meeting
Tuesday, November 14, 2017
7:00 pm
Grand View Golf Club
1000 Club House Drive
North Braddock, PA 15104
RSVP required by November 7, 2017

Speakers:
John Kulik
Topics: Allegheny Fire Marshall Safety Inspections and USTIF
Sandee Bloom-CleaResult
Jerry Humphrey-Three Rivers Electric
Ron Rydzak-Duquesne Light
Topic: Presentation on the Duquesne Light SCDI
Buffet dinner is $30.00 per person, which can be made payable to PRARA

and mailed with your reservation to:
1051 Brinton Rd., Suite 304, Pittsburgh PA 15221

Name _________________________________ Phone _________________________
Business Name _________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________
City _____________________________ State_________ Zip ____________________
Telephone _________________________ Fax________________________________
Names of people attending ________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Enclosed is a check in the amount of $______________________
If you have any questions or need more information,
Please call the PRARA office at (412) 241-2380
You will not want to miss this year’s General Membership Meeting!!!
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Action Requested: Urge EPA To Reduce Federal Ethanol Mandate
October 10, 2017

Given the U.S. Environmental Protection

equipment is compatible with gasoline blends over

Agency is taking additional comments on possible

E10.

reductions to the total renewable fuel volumes under

PMAA believes the best path forward to fix

the 2018 Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS) program,

the E10+ compatibility issue and inflated RIN prob-

PMAA is asking you again to highlight your con-

lem is to immediately set the ethanol mandate at 9.7

cerns with the corn ethanol mandate.

percent of projected gasoline demand as determined

Although EPA does not single out the corn

by the Energy Information Administration (EIA).

ethanol mandate, it is considering reducing the total

Reducing the ethanol mandate may likely pre-

renewable fuel requirement by 2.5 percent, from

vent obligated parties from turning to large scale in-

19.24 billion gallons under the proposed 2018 stan-

troduction of E15 blends nationwide to shore up sag-

dard to 18.77 billion gallons.

ging margins.

The RFS is important to petroleum marketers be-

This would amount to a de facto E15 mandate

cause it ultimately determines whether E15 gasoline

and set off a chain of events, resulting in a significant

is mandated to meet annual refiner blending man-

disruption of the nation’s gasoline distribution and

dates.

supply chain and skyrocketing prices at the pump.
The existing RFS ethanol blending mandates

have already pushed E10 blends into virtually every
gasoline market in the country.
Any significant increase in the ethanol blending standard will force refiners to move to E15 blends unless
gasoline demand rises to offset new blending mandates.
The vast majority of the nation’s retail outlets,
95 percent of which are owned by independent petroleum marketing businesses, cannot legally store and
dispense blends of gasoline over 10 percent ethanol.
Existing equipment is certified for a maximum E10 blend. Currently, there is no viable way for
UST system operators to demonstrate that existing
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U.S. Treasury Recommends Withdrawing Regulations Harming Family Businesses
Section 2704(b) would minimize the number of
estates that would be eligible for valuation discounts and
avoidance of double taxation via the estate, gift or transfer
taxes. Treasury’s final report issued in accordance with the
President’s Executive Order 13789 lists Sec 2704 under
proposed regulations to be withdrawn entirely.
After reviewing these comments, Treasury and the
IRS now believe that the proposed regulations’ approach to
the problem of artificial valuation discounts is unworkable.
In particular, they agree with commenters that taxpayers, their advisors, the IRS, and the courts would not, as
a practical matter, be able to determine the value of an entity interest based on the fanciful assumption of a world
where no legal authority exists.
In light of these concerns, Treasury and the IRS
have decided that these proposed regulations should be
withdrawn in their entirety and will publish a withdrawal
of the proposed regulations shortly in the Federal Register.
PMAA has opposed the regulations since their introduction because it is fundamentally unfair to single out
family-owned small businesses for worse treatment under
the tax laws than non-family-owned businesses.
PMAA has maintained that the proposed regulations should simply be withdrawn and not replaced.

October 10m, 2017

The U.S. Treasury Department has formally recommended withdrawing the Section 2704 regulations on
family business valuation. PMAA has pushed back against
the proposed regulations as they would have increased the
death tax burden on family businesses.
Earlier this year, President Trump issued Executive Order 13789 (Identifying and Reducing
Tax Regulatory Burdens) which was designed to reduce
burdensome tax regulations.
In August, PMAA along with other members of
the Family Business Estate Tax Coalition submitted a letter
to the Internal Revenue Service regarding implementation
of President Trump’s Executive Order.
The Executive Order calls for the U.S. Secretary of
the Treasury to review all significant tax regulations issued
on or after January 1, 2016 that “impose an undue financial
burden on United States taxpayers; add undue complexity
to the Federal tax laws; or exceed the statutory authority of
the IRS.”
In response to the Executive Order, the Treasury
Department identified eight sets of regulations for review
and asked the public to comment on how these regulations
should be fixed. Pursuant to the requests of PMAA and the
Small Business Legislative Council, IRS identified the proposed regulations under Section 2704(b) of the Internal
Revenue Code for consideration.

Bolger Brothers, Inc
1028 Burns Ave.
Altoona , PA 16601
Phone: 814-944-4059
Fax: 814-944-8766

General Contracting:

C-Store Site work, New construction, Additions

Petroleum Construction:

Complete New Installation, Tank top Upgrades, Dispenser Replacement.
Canopy’s, Underground Tank Installation and Removals.

Sales: With a long list of products to meet your every need.

Gilbarco, Passport, Veeder Root, OPW,

Franklin Fueling, Husky just to name a few.

Service:

Gilbarco, Passport, Veeder Root and Passport

Site Inspections:
For more information or a competitive free quote contact our Pittsburgh Office 724-602-7882
Reggie Barnett
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How C-store Retailers Can Plug In to the Growing Electric Vehicle Market

By Chelsea Regan - 10/23/2017

CHICAGO — What’s the potential for the electric

ture, especially considering that countries are putting

vehicle (EV) market? What are the potential options

curbs on CO2 emissions.

for electric vehicle customers? How can convenience

Both drivers’ needs and business owners’

store industry retailers capitalize on all that potential?

needs can be met with EV vehicle adoption and creat-

Those are the questions Michael Jones, vice

ing a space for them to charge, according to Jones.

president of sales at ChargePoint, and Derek Nel-

EV drivers will need fast and easy charging at con-

son, Kum & Go LC’s manager of sustainability,

venient locations that provide real-time status,

sought to answer during the “Capitalize on the Oppor-

know their car, enable them to track their charging,

tunity the Electric Vehicle Market Is Bringing to the

and provide expert assistance. Business owners need a

Industry” education session at the 2017 NACS Show.

simple, customizable operation with low overhead

Offering the vendor perspective, Charge-

costs and seamless business integration, energy man-

Point’s Jones affirmed a belief that “no major industry

agement, support for drivers, and reports that validate.

will change more over the next two decades than

Still, despite his predictions about the EV

transportation.” This will come to fruition, according

and autonomous vehicle wave of the future, Jones

to Jones, because of the rise of on-demand mobility,

doesn’t believe fuel cars are going away for a consid-

autonomous vehicles and vehicle electrification. As

erable stretch of time.

he pointed out, there’s already been the electrification

Kum & Go’s Nelson, providing the retailer

of every form of transportation due to advances in

perspective, kicked off his portion of the session by

battery production and cost.

demonstrating, via a show of hands, that driving in a

As transportation continues to evolve, and

Tesla is an indisputably positive experience. Nelson

autonomous vehicles become more common, there

used the affirmative show of hands to bolster his argu-

will be a profound cultural impact. Jones suggests that

ment that Tesla vehicles — and EVs at large —

autonomous vehicles eventually could spell the end of

are disruptors.

vehicle crashes, car ownership, parking spots, errands,

Nelson put forth that retailers should consider

urban congestion, and the urbanization of society in

targeting the EV market because it marks a new cus-

general.

tomer segment, provides higher margins than regular

Before autonomous vehicles become ubiqui-

fuel, requires a cheaper infrastructure cost to install

tous, though, their cost will have to come down.

(especially when planned upfront), and it's a growing

When that happens, Jones expects the most common

segment of the U.S. auto industry.

purchase will be fleet purchases. Following a pattern

For retailers to target the EV market, they’ll

of fleet purchases of autonomous vehicles, there will

need to know what technologies work and how, if

be fewer cars needed.

there are other amenities needed, and when to add the

As for electric vehicles, Jones believes they’re

charging stations before it’s too late, according to

destined to be a part of the mainstream in the near fu-

Nelson.
14
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Retailers might be surprised to learn that com-

tition.

pared to the cost of supplying regular fuel to consum-

Nelson believes that Kum & Go’s new Market-

ers, supplying EV charging services can be signifi-

place store design caters to EV consumers and could

cantly less. Kum & Go, which partnered with Charge-

ultimately help stave off consumers choosing other

Point for two pilot locations in Colorado, spent only

places to charge up. Its Marketplace

$100,000 on those locations. Nelson pointed out that

stores feature indoor and outdoor sit-down dining op-

the cost was 10 percent less than the roughly $1 mil-

tions, as well as device charging stations inside the

lion a retailer can spend on one traditional fueling sta-

store to enhance the consumer's overall experience.

tion.

With the transportation landscape changing,
According to Nelson, the two Colorado stores

retailers and suppliers need to be prepared, both Jones

that are slated to open in February could yield up to a

and Nelson agreed. Collaborating with experts in the

45-percent margin. Due to the ease and less costly in-

space, understanding what fits within an organization’s

vestment of installing EV charging stations — in addi-

fuel strategy and being prepared to amp up amenities

tion to falling costs of EV cars and anticipated growth

to attract EV consumers are vital for retailers looking

in conversion — Nelson cautioned that businesses

to capitalize on the opportunity the electric vehicle

outside of the c-store industry could also start looking

market provides. The 2017 NACS Show took place

to provide the EV charging service, increasing compe-

Oct. 17-20 at Chicago’s McCormick Place.

Precise Tank Modification, INC.
Po Box 274. Madison, PA 15663
Donald J. Maughan, President Phone: (724) 446-3516
James R. Preisach, Project Manager Fax: (724) 446-0175

Quality Petroleum Contractors & Distributors
DEP Certified: Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, Maryland
Underground & Aboveground Storage Tanks
>Storage System Installations & Removals
>Helium Detection Service
>Site Inspections
>C-Store Installations
>Car Wash Installations
>Design Consultation >Remediation Coordination
>Permitting & Project Management
>Fuel System Electrical Systems
>Site Preparation & Restoration
>Storm Water Management Systems
>Hydrostatic Testing
>Factory Direct Fueling Components & Equipment
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By Chelsea Regan - 10/11/2017

PRINCETON JUNCTION, N.J. — Although the

Although the EMV “chip” makes counterfeit-

EMV liability shift deadline at the forecourt has

ing credit cards almost impossible by performing

been deferred until 2020, there are a number

cryptographic functions, it is not a data encryption

of incentives for retailers to upgrade ahead of time.

standard. Like with a mag-stripe, cardholder data

That was one of the key messages relayed dur-

needs to be protected for a chip card, the webinar

ing a recent webinar hosted by the U.S. Payments Fo-

speakers cautioned. Point-to-point encryption, end-to-

rum and Conexxus. The webinar, titled “Accepting

end encryption or tokenization can provide that added

EMV Chip Payments at the Fuel Pump,” was aimed at

security.

helping convenience store operators understand how

There are more than 150,000 c-stores in the

and why to implement EMV at the pump ahead of the

United States, 124,000 of which sell motor fuels and

2020 deadline. Presenters included Kara Gunderson

are providing 80 percent of all gasoline sold in the

of CITGO Petroleum Corp., Linda Toth

nation. With 39 million Americans filling up their gas

of Conexxus, Brian Russell of Verifone, and Cathy

tanks everyday, and with 72 percent using some form

Medich of U.S. Payments Forum.

of plastic to pay for their fuel at the pump, it’s vitally

Under the original EMV liability shift dead-

important for c-stores to learn about EMV for the

lines, c-store retailers needed to upgrade their point-of

safety of their customers.

-sale (POS) to EMV-ready readers by Oct. 1, 2015;

Con’t. on page 17

their ATMs by Oct. 1 of last year; and their forecourts
by Oct. 1 of this year in order to avoid being held financially responsible for fraudulent transactions.
However, merchants now have until Oct. 1,
2020 to adopt EMV at the pump. On that date, liability will shift "to the party in the payment chain with
the least secure payment technology,” according to
the webinar presenters. Who’s held liable will depend
on the type of fraud, the type of card (chip or mag
stripe), payment network, location of the payment,
and system capabilities.
A merchant will not be held liable if the EMV
terminal with PIN processing and the site system software with EMV processing is enabled.
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Con’t. from page 16

While the forecourt liability shift has been deferred until 2020, excessive fraud-to-sales ratios,
amount of chargebacks, and number of chargebacks could cause c-stores and other fuel retailers to incur penalties over the next few years. The incentives for upgrading ahead of time go beyond avoiding fines, as doing so
will allow companies to get up-to-date on next-generation hardware and software, get better access to equipment and technicians, refresh their image and, of course, protect customers, according to the webinar.
Taking on automated fuel dispenser (AFD) upgrades will take considerable planning. Businesses will
first need to consult with their vendors or oil brand to determine the availability of POS software for outdoor
EMV acceptance. Then, they will need to determine if they can retrofit their existing fuel dispensers or will
have to replace them, followed by an overall site survey. After the upgraded fuel dispensers are ordered, they
can be installed and upgraded with POS software.
The U.S. Payments Forum is a cross-industry body focused on supporting the introduction and implementation of new and emerging technologies that protect the security of, and enhance opportunities for, payment transactions within the U.S.
Conexxus is a nonprofit, member-driven technology organization dedicated to the development and
implementation of standards, technologies innovation and advocacy for the convenience store and petroleum
market.

Business for SALE
Owner wanting to retire. Sunoco A Plus.
Total volume Gas 65,000.00 gallons/month.
Grocery $80,000.00
Lottery commission $3000.00/month.
Asking $170,000.
Call 412-965-7500 Ask for Naresh

Gasoline station for sale including land.
gasoline 70,000 gallons/month
$75,000 grocery/month
lottery commission about $1,500 dollars/month.
Asking $750,000.
Call Waheed at 724-409-7151
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MEMBER TO MEMBER SERVICES
ACCOUNTANTS

J.E. Robinson
Murrysville, PA
412-423-1093
ATM

ATM Cash World
Tom Ranallo
Pittsburgh
800-937-3169
ATTORNEY

Albert G. Feczko
Pittsburgh
412-833-5554
C-STORE DISTRIBUTORS

A.J. Silberman & Co.
Indianola, PA
412-455-1011
Liberty USA
West Mifflin, PA
412-461-2700
COMPUTERS

Computer Solutions
Dick Norchi-Allison Park, PA
412-369-8896

ENVIRONMENTAL TANKS &
UPGRADES

ENVIRONMENTAL TANKS &
UPGRADES

Flynn Environmental, Inc.
Michael Flynn-Pittsburgh, PA
800-690-9409

BJAAM Environmental, Inc.
Beaver, PA
724-544-7486

Groundwater & Environment Svc. Inc.
Jon Agnew
Cranberry Township, PA
800-267-2549 ext. 3636

Precise Tank Modifications Inc.
Donald Maughan
Madison, PA
724-446-3516

Letterle & Associates, LLC
Lou Letterle-Allison Park, PA
412-486-0600

S.I.S.
J.R. Bachor-Tarentum, PA
724-224-1220

Shockey Excavating
George Shockey
724-282-3669

Environmental Compliance Svcs, Inc.
Brian Pine-Export, PA
888-483-7310

George I. Reitz & Sons
Sandy Crawford
East Pittsburgh, PA
412-824-9976
McRo Construction Inc.
Donald Rothey Jr.
Elizabeth, PA
412-384-6051

INSURANCE

Bulava & Associates
Joe Bulava-Greensbug, PA
724-836-7610
Pinnacle Group LLC
Kirk Haldeman- Pittsburgh, PA
412-816-1000
LIGHTING

LavaLux LED
Alfonso Gatta-Ambridge, PA
412-865-6007

CONSULTING

Creek Run LLC
Dean Johnson-Canonsburg, PA
412-419-2981
S.I.S.
J.R. Bachor-Tarentum, PA
724-224-1220
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MEMBER TO MEMBER SERVICES
PARTS/PETROLEUM EGUIP

George I. Reitz & Sons, Inc.
Sandy Crawford
East Pittsburgh, PA
412-824-9976
Bolger Brothers
Reggie Barnett-Altoona, PA
724-602-7882
PARTS CLEANER

Kleen-line
412-466-6277
PETROLEUM

Bolea Oil Products
Robert Bolea-Coraopolis, PA
412-264-1130
Bradigan’s Inc.
Tom Bradigan-Kittanning, PA
724-548-7654
Cross America Partners
Don Meade
412-780-5480
Glassmere Fuel Service
Dell Cromie-Tarantum, PA
724-265-4646

PETROLEUM

Kehm Oil Company
George Kehm-Oakdale, PA
412-921-5200
Oil Service, Inc.
Joe Schmidlin-Pittsburgh,PA
412-771-6950
Purvis Brothers Inc.
Mack Purvis-Mars, PA
724-625-1566
PPC Lubricants
Dave Ondik
412-719-0063

SITE INSPECTION &
TECHNICAL SERVICES

George I. Reitz & Sons, Inc.
Sandy Crawford
East Pittsburgh, PA
412-824-9976
S.I.S.
J.R. Bachor-Tarentum, PA
724-224-1220
TAXES

Robinson Young & Associates
412-423-1093
USED TIRE PICKUP

R&W Oil Products
Richard Smith
McKeesport, PA
412-678-6121
Reed Oil Company
Ron Rotolo-New Castle, PA
800-922-5454
Superior Petroleum
Don Bowers-Pittsburgh, PA
412-576-2601
Center Independent
Doug Friend
724-622-4835
REMODELING

McRo Construction Inc.
Donald Rothey Jr.
Elizabeth, PA
412-384-6051
S.I.S.
J.R. Bachor-Tarentum, PA
724-279-3360
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Penn Turf 814-696-7669
Dan’s 724-529-7621
Liberty 888-868-0097
UNDERGROUND STORAGE TANK/
LINE TESTING

George I. Reitz & Sons, Inc.
Sandy Crawford
East Pittsburgh, PA
412-824-9976
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Calendar of Events

Upcoming Events

Daylight Savings End

November 5 General Membership Mtg November 14

Election Day

November 7

Veteran ’ s Day

November 11

General Membership Mtg November 14

Thanksgiving Day

November 23

Small Business Day

November 25

Business Hours:
Monday
8:30-3:30
Tuesday
8:30-3:30
Wednesday 8:30-3:30
Thursday
8:30-3:30
Friday
8:30-12:00
Contact:
Phone:
412-241-2380
Fax:
412-241-2815

Petroleum Retailers & Auto Repair Association
1051 Brinton Road Suite 304
Pittsburgh PA 15221
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